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1. Plagiarism 
How to Avoid Common Pitfalls  

Plagiarism, broadly defined, encompasses presenting other people’s ideas as your own without 
clearly giving them credit. You must give credit to your source in the following examples:  

• Any part of a text you directly quote in your paper. You need to put any and every word that 
belongs to someone else that you copied from their text in quotation marks (with the exception 
of words like ‘and’ or ‘the’).  

•Any part of a text you paraphrase.  

• Any part of a text you summarize.  

• Any person’s original thought, opinion or ideas.  

• Any facts, statistics, graphs or information that is not ‘common knowledge.’  

 

Note: Plagiarism has always been a problem, but recently has become an epidemic. As such, 
many schools subscribe to ‘plagiarism finders.’ These pay-for-services allow a teacher to input a 
portion of your paper to be scanned against a wealth of information. This service will alert the 
teacher if your information was improperly cited.  

 

It is important to understand the exact definition of plagiarism, why it is so important to teachers, 
and how to avoid it. One of the most often misused elements of writing a research paper is in the 
improper presentation of paraphrased  material. Below is a piece of original text followed by 
examples of incorrect and correct methods of paraphrasing such material.  



Original Author: Tracy Willard 
Original Text: 
The comparison of Connie’s music to “a Church service” shows that music takes the place of 
religion that would normally be a more important source of moral behavior and rules. The fact 
that Connie’s interaction with Friend occurs on a Sunday could be meant to explore how a lack of 
religious practice affects the family: “none of them bothered with church.” Although all the other 
members of Connie’s family go to a picnic, an activity that could reasonably replace the 
communal and social aspects of a church attendance, Connie does not attend either Church or the 
family picnic. When Connie first sees Friend’s car and interprets him as a harmless suitor, her first 
response is to say “Christ, Christ” appealing (if obliquely) to religion to help her look better. One 
critic comments that the story itself is “about the spiritual condition of late twentieth century 
American Culture, which Oates believes has become a wasteland” (Slimp). Slimp argues that 
Connie experiences a “growth of her spiritual nature” during the course of the story. Another 
critic, Marie Mitchell Olesen Urbanski, suggests that the story is in fact “the framework of a 
religious allegory—the seduction of Eve.” Many interpretations are possible.  

Paraphrased Example: 
The parallel of Connie’s music to what would happen in a church service shows that music takes 
the place of religion that would provide moral behavior and rules. The lack of religion in the 
family’s life , “none of them bothered with church” may be one reason Connie is influenced by 
Friend. When Connie’s family goes to the picnic that may replace the social aspects of church and 
Connie does not attend, it shows her lack of spiritual and familial guidance. Even though Connie 
says “Christ, Christ” when she sees Friend, she is only using religion to help her look better. The 
story is about “the spiritual condition of late twentieth century American Culture” (Slimp). Marie 
Mitchell Olesen Urbanski says “the story is in fact the framework of a religious allegory—the 
seduction of Eve.” Many different and diverse interpretations are possible (Willard).  

 

 



The paraphrase is unacceptable for several reasons:  
1. The underlined sections are phrases excerpted directly 
from the original and are presented without quotation 
marks. This is plagiarism.  
2. The two quotes from secondary sources appear in the 
essay as though the student has researched and read 
them, not that they are quoted in the original source.  
3. The student has made mistakes in what was included in 
the original text quotes.  
4. Most importantly, even though the writer of the 
paraphrase has identified the original essay’s author 
[Willard] in the end citation, this does not change the fact 
that word-for-word sections are used without quotation 
marks, making the whole paragraph an example of 
plagiarism.  

 



Acceptable Paraphrase Example: 
The music that Connie listens to is substituted for what a church service would provide, including 
guidelines for “moral behavior and rules” (Willard). Because the family does not attend any church 
service, they may lack spiritual foundation that would lead to Connie being vulnerable to Friend’s 
influence. The family’s choice to go a barbeque instead of church shows they are replacing church 
activities with family activities, but Connie chooses and is allowed to stay home. Ironically, Connie calls 
on Christ when the men arrive, she uses the term not to ask for spiritual guidance but rather as almost a 
curse word in her frustration to ‘look better’ for them (Willard). One critical evaluation by Slimp is that 
the story is “the spiritual condition of late twentieth century American Culture” (qtd. in Willard). Marie 
Mitchell Olsen Urbanski says the story “is the framework of a religious allegory—the seduction of Eve” 
(qtd. in Willard) There are several ways to understand the absence of religion in this story (Willard).  

 

Acceptable for several reasons 

• 1. It successfully rephrases the original content without reproducing any of the same phrases. 

• 2. When it does use the same words as the original, they appear in quotation marks and the author 
is cited (Willard). 

• 3. The writer has clarified the sources mentioned in the original source by name in the sentence 
(Slimp and Urbanski), and identified in the citation as opinions researched by Willard and not you. 
This is important because anything cited in parenthesis should be included on the Works Cited page 
of your paper. You should not list “Slimp and Urbanski” on this page because you did not read their 
source, you read Willard [who will be included on your Works Cited page] who quoted them. 

• 4. The entire paraphrase is cited at the end (Willard). 

• Note : When you paraphrase, even if you give credit at the end of the paraphrase but fail to put in 
quotations any phrases or sentences that need quotation marks, you will be plagiarizing.  

 

 



2. A Step-By-Step Approach 

Step 1.   Understanding the Scope of Your 
Assignment 
  
Before you start, ask yourself a number of questions. 
• What are the page requirements for this paper?  
• What are your teacher’s preferred spacing, font, margin options, 

and feeling about the use of images and/ or tables ‘cut and pasted’ 
into the body of your text?  

• What citation style does your teacher prefer you use (APA, MLA, 
Chicago)?  

• Will this paper research a broad topic or specific text/texts?  
• Is this paper Argument-based or Research-based?  
• What kinds of sources are acceptable for your topic?  
• What ‘point of view’ should be used in writing the paper? 
 



• What are the page requirements for this paper?  
– More is not always better; teachers often have a hundred or more papers to 

grade and brevity is preferred to excess. 
– Teachers may want to challenge your ability to edit the research material 

gathered and understand how to choose the most relevant information.  
– On the other hand, meeting only the ‘minimum’ required number of pages 

may yield you an ‘average grade’ at best (a “C”).  
– It is important to understand what your teacher expects from you and how 

length may or may not affect the grade of your paper as a whole.  
 

• What are your teacher’s preferred spacing, font, margin options, and 
feeling about the use of images and/ or tables ‘cut and pasted’ into the 
body of your text?  
– Sometimes students enjoy the more ‘creative options’ currently available in 

most word processing programs for fonts, font colours, ability to include 
images and tables etc. However, you should use standard fonts and colours 
that are easy to read - a teacher may not enjoy reading a paper with a cursive 
font in light purple.  

– Teachers may not count the space used in your paper to provide images 
gathered from your internet research as part of the page requirement, or 
would rather have them in an index at the end of the paper. Similarly, all 
teachers can look at a paper and notice that you have adjusted margins and 
changed fonts to manipulate the total number of pages you hand in. Unless 
specifically instructed, do not deviate from ‘normal’ standard margins, spacing 
and font size. (The MLA Style) 

 



• What citation style does your teacher prefer you use (APA, MLA, 
Chicago)?  
– Do not assume that you will be able to use whatever style you are most 

accustomed to.  
– Knowing the citation style will affect not only how you research and take 

notes, but also how you construct your paper’s content. 

– MLA it is.  
 

• Will this paper research a broad topic or specific text/texts?  
– If you are researching a broad topic you need to cover a lot of ground, dividing 

your paper into sections even before you begin to research. If you are writing 
a broad-scoped paper on Charles Dickens, you may be overwhelmed at the 
sheer volume of research and reference material available. Choosing and 
limiting what you hope to cover will make the research more focused and help 
you avoid wasting time.  

– If your paper focuses on one of Dickens’s texts, for example Bleak House, you 
should brainstorm what information you want to present before starting to 
research sources. Preliminary organizational brainstorming will keep you from 
spending many hours gathering biographical information when in reality only 
a paragraph of this will be included in your paper. These divisions will also 
make it easy to browse only titles of books, articles, tables of contents and 
indexes for what you are specifically interested in.  

 



• Is this paper Argument-based or Research-based?  
– This is a basic question not often addressed in a paper’s assignment or thought of by students 

until they are well into their research. A research-based paper simply provides a variety of 
informational sources and a balanced view of the topic.  

– An argument-based paper asks the author to form a thesis and prove a particular point. A 
research-based paper will give several sections of information that reflect general knowledge 
and study of that text. An argument-based research paper will have a point of view. Example: 
Dickens’s novel Bleak House was constructed as a direct response to political concerns of the 
day.  

– (See Slide #41) 

• What kinds of sources are acceptable for your topic?  
– While searching an academic database or the World Wide Web, you may find information that 

is not ‘academic enough’ to be included in your paper and counted as a source. This usually 
includes plot summaries, reviews, and articles in trade publications, personal websites and 
popular magazines .  (guide about evaluating online resources i0s given at the end) 
 

– There are, however, some topics that will call for popular magazines and reviews – papers on 
sports, current events, popular culture, etc. may necessitate researching the baseline writing 
of the ‘public’ to compare to or augment your academic research findings. You also need to 
determine what kind of ‘balance’ between ‘academic’ and ‘popular’ sources your essay 
requires.  

– Can you use electronic information exclusively, or will you have to look at least one actual 
book/journal?  

– How many citations does your teacher expect in the paper as a whole and in each paragraph 
on average?  
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• What ‘point of view’ should be used in writing the paper? 
You can write a paper from three different points of view singly or in 
combination: 
– First Person Point of View: Uses “I” and is employed in personal 

research papers when your experience or opinion is directly desired by 
your teacher. “We” is a form of first person plural that is often used a 
as writing ‘style’—Example: “We see that the characters are not fully 
developed.” While this is a stylistic choice, it also has implications for a 
reader you have just lumped into your point of view. Do you really 
want to suggest that you know how your teacher or any other reader 
of your paper interprets a text? 

– Second Person Point of View: Uses “you” and is useful when a teacher 
wants you to directly address your reader. Example: “You can see that 
this president made many enemies.” 

– Third Person Point of View: No visible speaking voice. In this point of 
view, the author is implied (meaning it’s your name on the paper so 
the implication is that the ideas in it are yours, eliminating the need 
for “I” as redundant). Using “I think” or “I believe” usually weakens a 
paper that is strengthened by impartial statements. Ex: “I believe 
Dickens meant to symbolize the working poor in this section of the 
story”, versus “Dickens means to emphasize the working poor in this 
section of the story.” 

 



Step Two: Choosing Your Topic  
 
You may have several options here. 
• A teacher may simply give you a topic, in which case you don’t have the 

burden of choosing. 
• Your assignment may be 'open-ended' with a general statement like “write 

a research paper based on something we have covered in this class.” 
Another open-ended possibility is a teacher providing a list of possible 
topics to be chosen on a first-come-first-served basis. 
– If you have an open-ended assignment, choose your topic as soon as possible. 

You don’t want to put off deciding what to write about until the last minute. 
– Do some preliminary research and then decide. You should run your idea by 

your professor to see if it is what they had in mind. 
– A list of topics can be tricky. Some students jump at this chance and sign up on 

the first day without even researching the possibilities - some will simply 
choose things they are already familiar with. 

– The open-ended assignment requires that you act as soon as possible in order 
to secure the topic you feel most comfortable with. If you cannot sign up on 
the first day, do so soon after. Because a paper is almost always better when a 
writer is actually interestedin the topic, it is a good idea for you to choose 
what you like rather than waiting until the last minute and ‘getting’ a topic 
by default because it’s the only one left. 

 



Step Three: Beginning Your Research 
Finding Information. 
• Take time to visit to the library as it is the best place to start 

your quest for information. In a college or university library 
it should be easy to find a reference librarian. Find the 
reference desk and ask for a little guidance. 

• If you are not close to a library, or not able to get there 
when it is open, you may be able to access the catalog and 
databases from your home computer or from elsewhere on 
campus.  

• Preliminary Research. 
– Do some very simple searches on a web search engine. 
– “Googling” your topic can be done in several quick sessions, and 

often requires much less attention and note taking. 
– A reference librarian can also be of great help in pointing out 

general and specific resources. 
 



• Secondary Source Searching. 
– Secondary source (Any information written ABOUT the primary text. 

Example: an essay entitled “the implications of Plato’s Republic on 
History”; “Charles Dickens’s Bleak House as Social Commentary.”)  
 
SS searching requires you to be organized. You should ideally go to the 
library or a database  with a list of some titles from your preliminary 
searches. Database searching will yield far more information than you 
will likely need, so it is important to be focused. At the same time, 
expect that as you locate information, you will want to revise the 
elements of your paper’s content depending on what you find and 
what interests you. 
 

– You can begin by searching for titles or authors. Then, browse plot 
summaries and reviews. After this, focus on criticism, interviews, and 
essays that will provide support for your paper. When using a 
databases skim each source directly via the full text link before you 
can print it out. As you begin to print out exceptional sources, you can 
start processing your “Working Bibliography” which is a list of 
information on each source you are evaluating. ( A list of all the 
sources gathered and consulted during your research process. This will 
be revised when you finish your paper to include only sources cited in 
the paper itself.) 
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• Step Four: Taking Notes  "To Be or Not to Be?" 

• Most writers will resist taking actual physical notes on their subject since it can be time 
consuming. However, this is one of the most successful ways to keep your information 
organized and avoid a paper that gives information by source rather than by topic. 

• An alternative option is to simply highlight important information on printed copies of 
sources and then try to assemble this in some coherent way as you are drafting the paper. 

• Another method often used is to do the entire process electronically. In this method, you 
read the online text, never print it out and simply cut and paste what you think is important 
into another Word document. However, this approach is not recommended because it will 
almost always lead to some form of plagiarism. Simply cutting and pasting your information 
into a paper will look like (and be) plagiarism at worst and sketchy at best. 

• A common mistake in taking notes and citing is failing to differentiate between an editor and 
an author. An edited volume will list the editor as what looks like the author. If you aren’t 
paying close attention and miss the “ed.” either before or after the name, you will cite the 
source as being written by them. An editor has an essential job in creating the text, often 
writing an introduction, compiling essays from various writers and perhaps contributing a 
chapter. But, in such volumes, each chapter of the book is probably written by a separate 
author or authors. These names should appear in the table of contents AND at the start of 
the chapter. (in the book, not in your paper) When citing these sources, MLA style, for 
example, requires that you identify the chapter author for parenthetical citations and the 
editor in your Works Cited. A similar mistake is failing to give credit to an authored entry in an 
encyclopaedia or dictionary, noting only the publisher or editor instead. Authors of these 
entries are usually listed at the end of the entry in small print and are easy to miss. 

 



Using Note cards and Bibliography Cards. 
• A very effective method of taking notes is to use both note cards and 

bibliography cards. 
• What to include on a note card: 

– One piece of important information, or a few on the same topic. 
– Put quotation marks around each section you took word for word from the 

text. 
– Choose a highlighter colour or some other method to represent quotes and 

information taken directly from the source.  
 

– Choose a different highlight colour for any paraphrased information. Provide 
page numbers for everything you gather from your sources. If the text is an 
electronic one that is not a scanned document providing a ‘picture’ of the 
original text, do not put in page numbers as the only ones you will get on a 
print out of the “1 out of 5 pages” type which only refer to your particular 
printout, and are not universal. 

– There is no need to provide bibliographic information on a note card; just code 
it at the top with a number corresponding to the number on the work’s 
bibliography card. 

– Numbering your note cards comes in handy if they get mixed up. After 
retrieving your cards, you can then check and make sure you aren’t missing 
any. 

 



• There are many ways of organizing 
information on note and bibliography cards. 

Note Card Example: 

 



Bibliography Card Example: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• You will need to add such things as volume and issue numbers for journal titles—

see citation style for information to include on bibliography cards. On 
the reverse side of the card, you might want to list any information you can about 
the author or editor of the work to help you introduce any material you use in your 
paper. For example: 

• Jane Doe—Ph.D. in World Literature; teaches at Yale University; published over 20 
books on this topic. 

• For notes on sources, the following is usually required: 
• *book+ author’s name, title of chapter or book, title of book, name of editor, 

translator or compiler, edition, place and date of publication and publisher 
name.*Article+ author’s name, title of article, name of periodical or journal, series 
and volume number, date of publication, page numbers. SEE, USE and make a 
HABIT of using MLA style everywhere. 

 



Step Five: Sorting Cards and Making a 
Working Outline: 
The number of note cards you gather for your paper will vary significantly 
depending on your topic and assignment. A rough estimate is that you may 
need 50-100 cards for a 5-10 page paper (understanding that you will ‘not’ 
use some of the cards eventually). 

 
– Once you have completed your research, sit down with your stack of note 

cards in front of you. 
– One by one, read the notes you have written and sort each one into a pile 

reflecting a topic or area of research. Make sure you designate one pile for 
your introduction and one for your conclusion. Ideally, you should have at 
least five piles, since less than 5 piles will make it difficult to create a paper 
with enough divisions. If you have only three piles with 15 cards per pile, see if 
you can subdivide some piles into two. Focus on having the same number of 
cards per pile to help add balance to your paper. If you have a lot of piles with 
only one or two cards in them you can either toss them as irrelevant to your 
paper or try to fit them into another pile by broadening that pile’s ‘topic’ . 

– Do not remove cards from a pile that ‘duplicate’ the same information from 
two sources. This, in fact, will be used to add balance and support to the 
paragraphs, illustrating that you researched several sources. 

– Your piles should generally never have information from only a single source 
since your report will end up being more like a book report than a research 
paper. An exception to this is if the pile contains the primary source 
information. 

 



 
– Have a pile of ‘leftovers’ or cards that you think are important but don’t really 

fit into one of your piles. Keep them because you may decide later that they 
are actually relevant to one of your piles and/or your introduction and 
conclusion. 

– If you have a pile with too few cards that you think reflects an important 
aspect of your paper, you can now return and do some focused searching to 
add information to that area. 

– After you are satisfied with the quantity and divisions of your pile, begin to 
decide the best order in which to present this information. Think logically 
about what a reader needs or wants to know first. Play around with this order 
until satisfied. 

– Make some notes for each pile that generally describes the topic addressed on 
the cards and put them on the pile. Add a Roman numeral to each pile for the 
order in which the information will appear in your paper. 

– Use a rubber band or envelope to keep piles separate from one another 
– To create your working outline, begin with the first pile and fill in that topic 

heading as Roman numeral I (Introduction). Continue with each pile until all 
the major Roman numerals are filled in for your outline. Then go back pile by 
pile and fill in the subdivisions of the main topic heading to reflect your notes 
(A, B, C, 1, 2, and 3) –You may want to ask your teacher whether a full 
sentence outline is necessary or if short phrases will work. 

 



Step Six: Drafting: How to Integrate and Balance Your Paper 

Now, you can begin writing from your note cards and outline. 
– Looking at your outline, with your note card piles in front of you, begin 

to draft your paper section by section. You should work on at least one 
section per ‘sitting’ to maintain continuity in writing and thought. 

– You may decide to leave the introduction until last and start with 
Roman numeral II. Using your cards, begin to draft the section. A good 
way to do this is to review all the note cards, and then put them away 
as you begin to draft. After you have written your basic paragraph(s), 
then go back to your note cards to supply the specific support you 
need to fill in the gaps. 

– You may feel like you need more information for some paragraphs. 
Wait until you have drafted the entire paper before you return to 
research your gaps 

– Put your paper away for at least one day (ideally two) before you try 
to revise it. 

– If you have chosen to write your introduction last, this will be the 
time to do it. This is often a good idea because you don’t really know 
exactly how your paper is going to turn out until it is drafted. 

– Save grammar, spelling and sentence editing for the final step 

 



Step Seven: Revising 
Revising can be a difficult idea to grasp, but if you 
take the time do to it, it will most certainly raise 
your final grade. Revising means re-visioning your 
paper. In this step you are still not concerned with 
spelling, grammar and sentence construction - you 
are focusing on the content and organization of 
your paper. 

– Review your working outline—did you follow it? 
– Do you see a better organizational system for your 

paper? Don’t be shy about switching paragraphs 
around if needed. 

– Do you have enough evidence to support your 
conclusions? 

– What can you do to make your paper even better? 

 



Step Eight: Editing and Proofreading 
 
Editing Your Paper 
• This is one of your “final” steps. In addition to reviewing your paper 

yourself, it can also be useful to have a third party review your paper. 
• When you edit, concentrate on sentence structure, length and variability. 

– Are all your sentences of the same length and use the same syntax 
(subject/verb)? If yes, try to vary this. 

– Have you correctly cited all material in your text? See MLA guide 
– Are you over-citing a single source? If so, find other sources that provide 

similar information and substitute one for another. 
– Is your paragraphing right? Do you have paragraphs that are more than a page 

long? Do you have introductory and concluding sentences in each paragraph 
and transitions that link one idea to the next? 

• Proofreading 
When proofreading, check for grammar and spelling mistakes. Do not rely 
solely on your computer’s ‘spell check’ or ‘grammar check’ function. 

• Be careful when using a thesaurus, often substituting words will not make 
sense in the context of your sentence. 

• Ideally, do your final proofreading after not looking at your paper for a 
day or so. 
 



Creating a Schedule for Your Work 
 
Below is an example of how much time the average student will spend 
on each step in the process outlined. This will hold true for a paper of 
5-10 pages. For longer papers, add more time to the research and 
drafting steps. 

 
1. Step One:  Understanding the Scope of Assignment 30 minutes 
2. Step Two:  Choosing Your Topic 1-2 hours 
3. Step Three:  Beginning Your Research 10-15 hours 
4. Step Four:  Taking Notes 10-15 hours 
5. Step Five:  Sorting Cards and Working Outline 30 min to 1 hour 
6. Step Six:  Drafting 3-5 hours 
7. Step Seven:  Revising 2-3 hours 
8. Step Eight:  Editing and Proofreading 2 hours 
 
These are average estimates that will vary depending on the length of 
your paper, your experience with the research process, your writing 
ability, and your ability to focus your working time effectively. 



Some General Tips When Writing Your Research Paper 
• FOCUS on your goal. It is important to remember exactly what a research 

paper is and does. First and foremost it is yours. A teacher should be able 
to assign the exact same topic for every student and still get completely 
different papers. How is this possible? The paper you write is unique to 
you. It is influenced and shaped by your personal interests and focus, style 
and experiences, and connection with your topic. 

• EXPECT to have some difficulty obtaining sources and plan your work 
accordingly. Gather source material early. 

• PLAN for computer malfunction, just in case. Save a copy of your draft on 
someone else’s computer, or on a network drive, burn a disk or email a 
copy of the paper to yourself. 

• PLAN for printer malfunction: print paper out at least a day early to avoid 
last minute glitches like: running out of ink, paper jams, printer 
breakdowns, network problems and possible long lines at school 
computer printing stations. 

• BE CAREFUL about “recycling” your paper and having it do “double duty.” 
Your teacher or professor probably will not be keen on the idea of you 
using a paper previously written. If you plan on writing the same paper for 
two or more classes, the general rule of thumb is that you receive 
approval for doing so well in advance of your writing the paper. 
 



3. Worst Case Scenario:  
My paper is nearly due, and, I’ve barely started!  
Here are some tips if you find yourself in this situation: 
• Don’t panic, it only makes it harder for you to accomplish the task at hand. 
• Don’t give in to the temptation to get a paper from somewhere else. If 

you’re caught you face failing the class and possible expulsion.  
• What are the page requirements for this paper? 
• If you have a legitimate reason for having difficulty meeting the deadline, 

talk to your professor. 
• Think of a general topic. If you need help with ideas, consider using a 

search engine to at least give you a broad idea of your topic. 
• If you are writing a paper on a popularly studied author or popularly 

studied work, consider looking at the more general information available 
in databases to help you get your bearings. 

• As you research the idea, scan only articles that seem to pertain to your 
topic. If after a quick scan you feel the source is appropriate, print or 
photocopy the articles. 

• Read your selected articles. Be careful not to select so many articles that 
you cannot possibly read them all and get the paper done. Consider using 
post-it notes to mark the pages where you find relevant information. 

 



• The best way to organize yourself as you read is to make note cards. 
(See Step 4: Taking Notes) However, note cards take a good deal of time 
that you may not have at this point. Highlight and make notes on the 
printed copies of your sources, while considering how you want to 
structure your paper. 

• As the paper takes shape in your mind, create a broad outline on a 
separate sheet of paper or on the computer. Make notes within the 
outline if a particular source applies to a particular section. 

• Always consider where you believe you will be directing your paper as you 
read through sources. Avoid getting sidetracked by non-related topics. 

• Follow your outline as you write the paper. As you begin to make 
references to the sources you need for each section, it will be easier for 
you to find the source you need. Don’t get bogged down by phrases and 
sentence structure as you write, but, do pay attention to your grammar. 

• Save often and in more than one place if possible, even if it means e-
mailing a draft to self. 

• Be realistic. Remember that it is better to hand in a paper that is less than 
perfect than to not hand in anything at all. 

• Do not forget to at least run the spell check on the paper once you have 
finished. 

• Print a copy to review as soon as you are finished. 
• Do a final review, make your final changes and print the final version. 

 



4. A Guide To Evaluating Information Sources For 
Your Research Paper 

When doing research, either for an assignment or out 
of personal interest, it is important to use reliable 
sources. Given the number of 
books, newspapers, magazines, and online sources 
available, sometimes it is hard to narrow down 
information to find the things that are most relevant 
and most reliable to your topic. This section is designed 
to help you evaluate different kinds of information 
sources, and use the tools available in this database 
and at your local library to find the ones that are best 
for whatever project you are working on. 



Information in Print and Online: 
• There are many different printed sources of information. 

Books, newspapers, and magazines are probably the ones you are 
most familiar with. There are also academic or scholarly journals, 
newsletters, conference proceedings, dissertations, government 
publications and transcripts. In addition to being in print, many of 
these sources are also available electronically through databases 
like this one and via the World Wide Web.  
– Example: William Shakespeare, edited by Harold Bloom is part of a 

series of reference books called Bloom’s Bio-Critiques available in print 
at many libraries and online.. 

• Some printed resources, such as newspapers and magazines, also 
post their content online. In addition, there are websites that 
provide information on various topics. While some online sources 
are free, others require that either you or your library have a 
subscription in order to access information.  
– Example: The Academy of American Poets 

website, http://www.poets.org contains biographies, original texts, 
and an option to hear certain poems read aloud.  

– Example:The literary magazine The Paris Review posts much of its 
current issue content on its website http://www.theparisreview.org. 

 

http://www.poets.org/
http://www.theparisreview.org/


How Do I Know What to Use? 

• The sources you use depend on what your assignment requires, what is available, and what 
sources you prefer to use. Any doubts about what you need, ask your teacher or a librarian. 

Authority and Currency 

• No matter what the informational format, there are some things you should keep in mind when 
evaluating your source. The first is authority, and the second is currency. 

• Authority: This issue will usually apply only to free web/online sources, not to academic databases 
like this one. Most academic books and journals are published by universities and scholarly 
societies. The content is reviewed by a panel of experts on the subject. Others are published by 
commercial publishing companies, but are edited by professors or established researchers. An 
example of this would be the books in this database that have been edited by Harold Bloom, a 
professor at Yale University and a respected literary critic. On the World Wide Web, however, 
knowing if the publisher, author, editor or webmaster is considered an expert with credentials that 
relate to the topic is an important fact to uncover. Have other scholars or experts reviewed the 
work before it was published? Since anyone can publish things on the web, you will often get 
search results that are essentially just the opinion of one person with no real background in the 
subject matter, and are often factually inaccurate. 

• Currency: When researching literature, having access to the newest articles published does not 
necessarily mean having the best articles, but this will vary depending on your subject. For 
example, if you are writing about Jane Austen, you may find that some of the most useful material 
was written several years ago. Since Austen died some time ago, scholars have been able to study 
everything she published for nearly a century. If you are writing about Alice Walker, however, 
using only books or articles that were written fifteen or twenty years ago will cause you to miss 
valuable information on her more recent books. 

http://www.yale.edu/


Searching Tips for the World Wide Web 
It is important to keep the following in mind the following when searching on the 
World Wide Web: 
• URLs ending in “.edu” are published by educational institutions. Websites 

maintained by universities often contain useful academic caliber information 
placed there by professors, students, departments, or groups. Be careful not to 
confuse student-authored essays with essays written by professors.  

• URLs ending in “.org” are usually published by non-profit organizations. Many 
scholarly societies are not-for-profit, and members will often publish papers or 
presentations on the website. These sites can also be a good source of 
bibliographies or book reviews on a particular subject. Beware: some “.orgs” are 
masks for businesses or individuals attempting to get you to commercial sites to 
sell you something.  
– Example: http://www.ala.org/ is the site of the American Library Association. It contains 

information about reading, literacy, and other library related information. You can find things 
like lists of literary award winners in the “Libraries & You” section. 

• URLs ending in “.com” are the sites of commercial or private entities. These can 
range from a newspaper site (like that of the The New York Times) that contain 
useful book reviews and author interviews, to online booksellers, where some of 
the reviews are written by readers and site users who may not have professional 
knowledge of the subject matter. Again, it is important to evaluate the purpose of 
the site, and the credentials of the author.  
– Example: http://www.nytimes.com/pages/books/ is the The New York Times Book Review 

section, containing book reviews, author interviews, essays, and articles related to literature. 
– Example: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/ is the website of Barnes & Noble Bookstore. They 

provide information from publishers about books, and include reviews from sources like 
Library Journal and Publishers Weekly. However, they also include reader reviews. Check 
authorship before determining if a review is from an appropriate source.  

http://www.ala.org/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/pages/books/
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/


• URLs ending in “.net” are usually those of entities involved in software and 
internet technologies.  
– Example: http://www.spamcop.net/ is the site of an organization that provides spam reporting and 

filtering services for free or for a small fee.  

• URLs ending in “.gov” are sites published and maintained by the U.S. government, 
and contain information that people may find useful or informative.  
– Example: http://www.ed.gov/free/index.html is published by the U.S. Department of Education, and 

has links to resources in various subject areas that students should find useful.  

• Web logs or “Blogs” :a web-based publication that includes articles or entries 
usually in a reverse chronological order. Blogs are ‘free’ to create and anyone can 
make on and post it on the web. Some blogs are highly reliable and good sources 
of information. Others are more personal in nature and may include factual errors. 
The term ‘blogosphere’ refers to all the existing blogs or blog-related sites.  
– Example: http://riverbendblog.blogspot.com/ is a blog created and maintained by a young Iraqi 

woman who updates daily giving her own view of what is happening in Baghdad based on her 
experience. This is not government sanctioned news but is considered to be a good source of 
information.  

– Example: http://www.nytimes.com/ is a political web-log that spins information and provides a 
critical (and humorous) overview of current events. This blog has been evaluated by many credible 
sources and is considered highly reliable.  

• Watch Out For Misleading Names: 
http://universityofoxford.blogspot.com/ 

 

http://www.spamcop.net/
http://www.ed.gov/free/index.html
http://riverbendblog.blogspot.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/


• Identifying “Spam” and Redirects  
 
An important component of internet research is identifying “spam.” The 
web is a great marketplace, but unfortunately there are some people and 
businesses that engage in annoying, and sometimes questionable or 
unethical practices on the web. There are many ways in which webmasters 
try to get people to their websites. Learning to recognize just a few of 
these will allow you to eliminate irrelevant sites.“Thin affiliates” or “Pay-
per-click” sites are pages that serve no purpose other than to get people 
to another site. Often this is a site where browsers can buy something, 
generating a commission for the webmaster of the original page. Others 
sites are fake search result lists which direct you to other sites. 
Webmasters who create the search page are paid just for generating 
traffic. Not all affiliate pages are considered “thin;” some may provide 
value by including product reviews or price comparisons. Those who 
provide nothing useful on their own are considered “thin.” 

• Example: Many websites provide pictures and brief descriptions and a 
“More Information” button. Clicking for more information takes you 
through commission tracking sites. For 
example: http://www.zappos.com takes you to an online retailer with an 
affiliate program. 

• Example: http://www.toxiclemon.co.uk/Guides_and_Directories/ provides 
what looks like a search engine result list or index, but the results redirect 
you to different websites. 
 

http://www.zappos.com/
http://www.toxiclemon.co.uk/Guides_and_Directories/


FAQs 
• Can’t I just find all this same stuff on the Internet?  

No. Only a small percentage of what is available in print is available online. Also, 
searching the Web may bring back many results, but most of them won’t be 
relevant. A database like Literary Reference Center narrows down your search by 
limiting the subject matter, and organizing the information around specific topics 
within that subject. 

• What’s a keyword?  
A keyword is a word that is used as a starting point for finding information on a 
particular topic. When you are searching a database, you choose keywords to find 
information related to your topic, so you should choose words that represent 
important ideas related to the subject. If you use broad terms you will get a lot of 
results; if use narrow terms, you will get fewer results. You can use one word 
(novels) or a phrase (Gothic novels) or a combination (Gothic novels AND English 
literature.) 

• What is the difference between a journal and a magazine?  
A magazine usually has lots of pictures and advertisements, stories of general 
interest, and comes out weekly or monthly. A journal contains articles about a 
particular subject, generally does not contain many advertisements, is published 
less frequently, and is often published by a scholarly society or a university. 

• What does “peer-reviewed” mean?  
When an article is “peer-reviewed,” it means that it was read and evaluated by 
people considered experts on the topic. Often, the people doing the evaluating are 
college professors who research and teach the subject discussed in the article. 
Since the authors are often college professors too, the term “peer” is used. 
Sometimes the word “refereed” is used to mean the same thing. 
 



5. Insights on How to Read Critically  
• One of the main problems students encounter in reading literature for a class is 

finding a way to read critically. Those who do not read often ‘for fun’ will have a 
hard time figuring out ‘what is important’ in a reading. Students who read for 
fun will have difficulty accepting the idea of ‘picking a text apart’ or what they 
perceive as ‘looking for stuff that isn’t really there’ or ‘over analyzing.' 
– Over time, you’ll be able to read in a manner which enables you to enjoy what you 

read while critically assessing it at the same time. Analytic and critical reading skills 
carry over into all aspects of your life, from analysing letters, movies, speeches and 
television shows, to commercials, advertisements and politics etc. You will find a 
hidden world of meaning behind most texts (verbal or written) that you encounter on 
a daily basis. The ability to look for clues and analyse intent behind a text will help 
you communicate and understand motivations of writers and speakers all around 
you. 

– What is Analysis? Analysis explains how a text accomplishes its goals. If you are 
reading a piece of literature you should try to first understand the main goal of the 
writer. What is the main point of the writing? In fiction, this is called a theme. In non-
fiction this is called a thesis or argument. If you simply explain what the argument or 
thesis is in a work of literature you will not be analysing it, you will be providing a plot 
synopsis. Critical analysis looks first at the point or aim of the text and then explores 
how the author accomplished this goal. 

– People who insist that literature is not meant to be ‘taken apart’ and looked at closely 
must remember that most literature and non-fiction writing is written for a reason 
and is a production. Words, phrases, examples, and literary devices are all carefully 
crafted by the writer to create an effect upon the reader. To decide that the writer did 
not have any intention beyond telling a simple story fails to give proper credit to the 
craft of a writer and a good piece of writing. 

 



 
• Can you go ‘too far’ in analysing? Most assuredly, you may go ‘too far.’ One rule of thumb for deciding 

whether or not you have extended your analysis into realms best left alone is to ask yourself, “is there 
the proper evidence in this text to support my findings?” 

• You can make certain assumptions and leaps of logic only when they are reasonably supported by what 
you read and make sense in the context of the writing. For example, you may want to argue that all the 
images presented in a story have symbolic meanings that create an allegorical theme. But, you 
probably don’t want to suggest that the use of the colour purple in a story symbolizes plums when the 
story is about solving a crime that has nothing to do with plums. The colour purple might more usefully 
symbolize a ‘bruise’ acquired by one of the characters either physically or emotionally. In John 
Cheever’s short story “The Five-Forty Eight,” one of the characters is named “Miss Dent.” It would be 
reasonable to present an analysis that explores the symbolism behind the name Dent as meaning 
‘dented’ as in a car accident; a blemish that reduces the value of a car and may affect how it 
‘runs’(since Miss Dent has experienced a love affair gone wrong, and is psychologically damaged by the 
affair). It would not be reasonable to say that this ‘dent’ symbolizes the fact that Miss Dent is a bad 
driver. 

• You may feel uncomfortable assigning critical and analytic interpretations for a work when you cannot 
possibly have access to what an author meant, either because the author is dead or because there is 
no available evidence to show what they meant. Because literature is both an extension of a writer’s 
intent and experience and also a separate literary entity, it is possible that you will explore some things 
the writer did not have in mind when they wrote, but are still valid ideas. In fact, this is exactly what 
most analysis does. Because much of literary symbolism reflects collective assumptions about 
meaning, and the subconscious may have a hand in why an author chooses one name or color over 
another, any reader may be able to assign meaning based on their own ‘subconscious’ understanding 
of that symbol. 

• Many writers respond to commentary from teachers and students alike explaining what they meant in 
writing a story and which symbols they consciously chose to include, but also validate another 
interpretation as just as important as the one they intended. Sometimes you will come up with 
meaning in a text that seems unique to you or your teacher. Just because you have discovered a 
meaning not yet established by other critics of a text does not make you ‘wrong.’ 

 

 



Two Plus Two Does Not Always Equal Four 
• One of the wonderful things about reading is that it invites each person to form meaning based 

on their interaction with a text and their personal experience. Many of these combinations will 
yield very different ideas about meaning in a text—many of them valid at the same time. Unlike in 
math or science in which equations and experiments are governed by laws of logic and whose 
outcomes are universal (2+2=4), in literature the exact opposite occurs. Subjectivity and experience 
combine to create an often unique answer to the symbols in a work of fiction. 

The Physical Aspect of Interactive Reading (Annotating)  
• Some feel it is akin to blasphemy to ‘write in a book’, others simply feel it is not essential to make 

notes in a book in order to fully understand and organize thoughts and information on a text. A 
university English professor once started class by asking all his students to open up the novel that 
was assigned for that day. He then walked around the room looking at every book. Returning to his 
desk, he stated,” Anyone whose book is not marked in anyway did not complete the reading 
assignment.” His point was that in order to really interact with a piece of academic literature, a 
reader should be underlining important things, making connections and writing notes and 
questions in the margins. This practice helps in facilitating classroom participation as well as making 
it easier to write an essay when you have already focused on essential passages and points. 

• This practice also helps you to develop an active reading stance rather than a passive reading 
stance. Passive reading is best saved for popular fiction and magazines you read for fun, not for 
class. Active reading encourages you to ‘talk back’ to a text, questioning and noting as you read. 

What and How Much? 
• The whole process of ‘marking up’ a text is rendered useless when you highlight 80% of the text on 

any one page. You need to learn how to discriminate between kinds of information is truly worthy 
of commentary and focus, and what is not. You can start by highlighting or underlining names of 
characters, dates, and major plot points. It is also good practice to underline vocabulary words you 
do not understand so you can quickly look them up later. For literature you might want to look for 
symbols, images, and other literary devices that seem to invite further thought and analysis. 
Passages of dialogue or text that seem especially important to plot, character or thematic 
development should also be highlighted. 
 
 



Glossary 
• Abstract: A brief summary of an article or book chapter. 
• Academic research: Research that uses academic sources not popular magazines or book reviews. 
• Annotated bibliography: A bibliography containing notes that provide additional information about 

an entry. 
• Bibliography: A list of books, articles, or other reference sources. 
• Blog: Short for web-log, this is a type of personal journal published online by individuals or 

communities. Entries are usually posted in reverse chronological order. 
• Book review: A short essay presenting one or more opinions of a specific book or story. 
• Citation: A citation is a way to give credit to the authors of the books and articles you use in your 

research. There are different citation formats; your assignment will specify which one you should 
use. 

• Common Knowledge: Any fact or facts that are found in several sources and are likely to be known 
bymost people. Examples: birth and death dates and locations, when a president is elected, when a 
historical event occurs. Example: Joe Smith was born in 1828 in New York (no citation 
needed).Interpretations made by authors need to be cited.  
– Example: “Most historians believe that this writer was born in 1802, however, several important facts 

discussed in this essay point to an earlier birth date” (Abercrombie 214)—you need to cite it. 

• Conference proceedings : A written version or public report of a conference. 
• Critical essay : A written work that evaluates or analyses a piece of literature. 
• Database: A collection of information organized so that any piece of data, or information, it 

contains can be easily found. 
• E-journal: A journal that is generally only available on the Internet. 
• E-zine : Generally refers to a magazine available for use only on the Internet. 
• Editorial : A brief essay presenting one person’s opinion of a subject; typically written by a senior 

member of a publications editorial staff, or by a well know analyst of the subject. 
• Encyclopedia : A reference source containing articles on many different topics, or on many different 

aspects of a single topic. 
 



• Index : A list of articles, essays, or book chapters relating to a particular theme or subject area. You 
can usually look things up in an index by title, author, or subject. 

• Journal : A periodical which contains articles about a specific subject. The subject may be broad 
(American literature) or narrow (Mark Twain.) 

• Magazine: A periodical that contains articles, pictures, and stories of general interest. Unlike 
journals, magazines usually have many ads and are available at news stands, supermarkets, and 
bookstores. 

• Monograph : A detailed essay or book which discusses a very specific topic in great detail. 
• Newsletter: A circular letter, report or open letter giving informal or confidential news of interest to 

a special group written or printed for the purpose of disseminating news. 
• Newspaper: A daily or weekly publication containing articles on local or national current events, 

editorials, entertainment, and advertising. 
• Online journal : An academic or scholarly journal that is available via the internet. 
• Paraphrase: Completely recasting the content of a source in your own words, keeping the same 

tone and general length of the original. This requires a citation. 
• Peer-reviewed : Articles or journal content evaluated by experts on that subject matter. 
• Periodical : A publication that comes out at regular intervals. Newspapers, magazines, and journals 

are considered periodicals. 
• Plagiarism: Plagiarism, broadly defined, encompasses presenting other people’s ideas as your own 

without clearly giving them credit. You must give credit to your source in the following examples: 
– Any part of a text you directly quote in your paper. You need to put any and every word that belongs to 

someone else that you copied from their text in quotation marks (with the exception of words like ‘and’ or 
‘the’). 

• Any part of a text you paraphrase. 
• Any part of a text you summarize. 
• Any person’s original thought, opinion or ideas. 
• Any facts, statistics, graphs or information that is not ‘common knowledge.’ 

Note: Plagiarism has always been a problem, but recently has become an epidemic. As such, many schools subscribe to 
‘plagiarism finders.’ These pay-for-services allow a teacher to input a portion of your paper to be scanned against a wealth of 
information. This service will alert the teacher if your information was improperly cited. 

 



• Primary Source :This refers to the original written work that is the focus of 
a paper. Plato’s Republic, Charles Dickens’s Bleak House. 

• Secondary Source: Any information written ABOUT the primary text. 
Example: an essay entitled “the implications of Plato’s Republic on 
History”; “Charles Dickens’s Bleak House as Social Commentary.” 

• Serial : Published in instalments, or comes out at regular, scheduled times, 
sometimes used interchangeably with “periodical.” 

• Summary: Completely recasting in your own words a shorter version of 
information presented in a text as an overview. This requires a citation. 

• Thesis: A brief statement outlining your argument and the major points of 
an essay. 

• Transcript : Refers to a written version of a radio or television broadcast. 
• Website: A set of interconnected web-pages created as a collection of 

information by a person or group of people, or organization. Companies 
maintain websites to transact business or provide information about their 
products or services. Charitable, religious, and educational institutions 
also have websites. 

• Working Bibliography: A list of all the sources gathered and consulted 
during your research process. This will be revised when you finish your 
paper to include only sources cited in the paper itself. 
 



 



Inductive vs Deductive Reasoning 

 



• To be convincing as well as valid, an argument 
must follow logical principles. 

• However, many arguments convince readers 
and listeners without being particularly 
logical, or even by committing one or more 
well-known logical faults. 



• Critical thinking makes use primarily of informal 
logic. That is, it applies the principles of logical 
concepts to the analysis of the materials studied 
in a course and the writing of assignments. 
Informal logic, then, is a kind of practical 
reasoning about the world. 

• Another kind of logic, formal logic, is used to 
analyse the specific statements in an argument 
that are presented as a syllogism. In formal logic, 
the rules that have to do with the logical forms of 
arguments are stripped to their essential 
elements and are put into a coherent pattern 
according to conventional rules. 



Inductive Reasoning 

• I've noticed that every time I kick the ball up 
it comes back down.  Therefore, I argue that 
the next time I kick the ball up, it will come 
back down. 

 Short explanation: Induction is the logical 
process of drawing general conclusions from 
observations of particulars. 

Multiple observations / collection of particular 
instances – lead to > proposing a general rule 
that should work with other instances.  

 



The Elements of Inductive Reasoning 
 
The Evidence (or "Sample"): The body of information or observations 
one is working with. 
The Interpretation: The critical analysis of the evidence to find its 
meaning and/or to find patterns. 
The Conclusion: The position or claim one arrives at through the 
process of interpreting the evidence. 
 
Sample Inductive Process 
Evidence or Sample:  
 A polar bear you saw in the Zoo;  
 polar bears you saw on a National Geographic TV special;  
 pictures of polar bears you saw in various magazines;  
 polar bears you saw in movies (this is the body of evidence). 
Interpretation: All the polar bears in the sample are white (that's the 
pattern that emerged in the sample). 
Conclusion: All polar bears are white (your claim). 

 



Induction and Probability 
Conclusions arrived at by induction are not 100% guaranteed true 
because the sample does not consist of all possible evidence.  It is an 
incomplete sample.  Because of this, conclusions arrived at by 
induction are only probable, and the degree of probability in an 
inductive conclusion is dependent on the quality of the sample and 
the logic of the interpretation. 
 
The quality of a sample increases when it is 
 
Known (or verifiable): If the sample has or can have verifiable 
existence, it is known.  Polar bears exist, as do automobiles and 
intersections.  Therefore, it is possible to draw reliable conclusions 
about them.  Space aliens, on the other hand, do not have verifiable 
existence (they have only speculative existence). 
Sufficient:  Generally, the more evidence one has, the more likely the 
conclusion will be reliable; the less evidence one has the greater the 
likelihood of prejudice (i.e. of "pre-judging"). 
Representative: The sample is representative when it is typical of the 
whole class of things being studied.  

 



Common Mistakes in Inductive Reasoning 
• Insufficient Sample: How large a sample needs to be varies.  If the stakes 

are high, the sample should be big.  For example, if we are going to 
generalize about races or sexes or cultures, we should work with a very 
large sample.  Otherwise, we run the risk of creating hurtful racist and 
sexist stereotypes.  One the other hand, if the stakes are low, a smaller 
sample may suffice. If, for example, we are looking for a place grab a bite 
after work one day, perhaps one good experience at a restaurant is 
enough to warrant going back.  However, if we're looking for a good 
restaurant to take our boss to lunch, we may hesitate to pick a restaurant 
based on just one piece of evidence; the importance of the lunch may 
cause us to rely on a "sure thing"--i.e.. a restaurant with a larger collection 
of evaluations (and these evaluations may be our own or others we are 
aware of).  

• Sample insufficiency is often the weakness of conclusions drawn from 
polling data.  The purpose of polls is to discover, through the questioning 
of a relatively small group of people, something about a mass of people.  A 
conclusion like "44% of Americans think the President is doing a good job" 
or "86% of the people in Eureka want another Wal-Mart in town" has been 
drawn from a collection of opinions from only part of the population.  Not 
every American or every resident of Eureka was questioned; only a small 
percentage was, and the bigger the number, the better the conclusion can 
be.  Polling 100,000 Americans instead of 10,000 is going to allow you to 
draw more reliable conclusions about attitudes toward the president.   
 



• Unrepresentative Sample: For a sample to be "typical," it has to reflect the 
qualities of the whole.  Think of the president approval-polling example above.  If 
the pollsters questioned 1,000,000 people, that might be a very sufficient sample 
size; however, if a disproportionate number of that 1,000,000 were Black or Asian 
or members of the upper-middle class or residents of the Midwest, etc. the sample 
would be unrepresentative of Americans as a whole and the conclusion would be 
unreliable.  In other words, one cannot draw reliable conclusions about a diverse 
group of people if that diversity of that group is not represented in the 
sample.  For our logic to work, we would have to either alter our conclusion (to 
something like "44% of Asian Americans on the West Coast think the president is 
doing a good job") or make the sample more representative.  

• Another example: if biologist Jane wants to draw conclusions about the spawning 
habits of Coho salmon, she would have to begin by collecting a sample of 
observation of some but not all Coho salmon.  As indicated above, the bigger the 
sample the better for interpretation.  So let's say Jane, working with a research 
team, collects data on 500,000 Coho.  Super good sample size.  But what if the 
whole sample was made up of only fish spawning in Northern California 
rivers?  Could she draw conclusions about Coho in general?  Can California 
Coho represent Coho in British Colombia's rivers?  What if Jane's samples are from 
only the last two years?  Does the last two years of Coho represent typical Coho 
behaviour?  

• Illogical Interpretation: One may have a sufficient, representative sample and still 
blow it.  One of the most common ways to blow it is by assuming connections or 
cause/effect relationships that don't actually exist.  So, for example, say I have a 
big sample of data on convicted murderers, and I notice a pattern: 85% of them 
indicate that they did not finish high school.  Can I conclude from this that 
dropping out of high school leads to murder?  How about this one: My friends all 
own cars that get better-than-average gas mileage.  All their cars are silver.  Can I 
conclude from this that silver cars get better than average gas mileage? 
 



• Inductive Reasoning and Literature 
• Okay, so who cares?  Always great question.  Interpreting literature and making 

judgments is a bit like interpreting the meaning of people’s behavior and making 
judgments about them.  You watch what they do (collect a sample of 
observations), look for patterns, and make a judgment.  With literature, you do the 
same.  You watch characters move around a plot or you read a number of stories 
from one author and you begin to notice patterns, and the patterns cause you to 
make judgments.  

•  Is “My Papa’s Waltz” a happy or a sad poem?  Well, it’s certainly reasonable for 
someone to observe things like the father and child “romping” and the child 
“clinging” to the father’s shirt and the father waltzing the child off to bed and see 
a pattern of loving play that leads to the conclusion that the poem is a happy 
one.  On the other hand, it’s equally reasonable to observe words like “death” and 
“dizzy” and “scraped” and see a pattern of abuse and terror, leading to the 
conclusion that the poem is a sad one.  Similarly, you probably noticed patterns in 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's story that allowed you to answer questions like “does 
the narrator seem to be suffering from some kind of mental stress?” (the woman 
skulking in the garden, her obsession with the wallpaper pattern, what she writes 
in her journal).  After reading "The Yellow Wallpaper," you probably even feel like 
you can draw conclusions about Gilman's attitudes toward men, women, mental 
illness, medicine—even though you’ve not read every Gilman story.  If pressed for 
what you base your conclusions on, you’d start pulling events and quotes from the 
stories to show the pattern.  



• On the other hand, your poor inductive reasoning would be exposed if you 
offer a judgment like “In her stories, Gilman portrays men as oppressors of 
women” because you’d not be able to pull a sufficient, representative 
sample of quotes and events from just the one story you've read to show 
how you arrived at a reliable conclusion about her stories in general. 

• For our discussions in this class about literature, we’re expecting you to 
make judgments and then show, through quotes and summary, the basis 
for your judgments.  If you say a character seems selfish or seems 
motivated by love, we’re going to ask you what is in the story that leads 
you to conclude this.  In response, you’ll pull quotes and summarize parts 
of the story to convince us.  But you’ll need to make sure your evidence is 
sufficient (a character saying or doing one thing that supports your 
conclusion is probably not going to be persuasive if he/she says or does 
many other contradictory things); you’ll need to make sure your evidence 
is representative (you wouldn’t want to pull quotes from just the 
beginning or end of a story to support a general conclusion about a 
character; you’d probably need to either pull quotes from throughout or 
narrow your conclusion to just the beginning or end); and you’ll want to 
make sure your evidence is logically interpreted. 
 



Deductive Reasoning 

Newton's Law says that everything that goes up 
must come down.  Therefore, if I kick the ball 
up, it will come down. 

Short explanation: Deduction is the logical 
process of drawing specific conclusions from 
general premises.  Whereas induction uses what 
is known about some particulars to draw general 
conclusions, deduction uses what is known to be 
true in general to draw specific conclusions.   

 



Consider the following mathematical expression: 
A = B. 
C = A. 
Therefore, C = B. 
 
 Simple enough, yes?  If it is true that A = B and C = 
A, then it also has to be true that C = B.  It has to 
be.  There's simply no room for argument.  Look at 
it this way: 
 
1/2 is .5 
one-half is 1/2 
Therefore, one-half is .5 

 



Now consider the same "equation" but now 
with concepts instead of variables or numbers: 

Premise: All men are mortal. 

Premise: Mike is a man. 

Conclusion: Therefore, Mike is mortal. 

This is the same as the above mathematical 
expression: 
Premise: All men(A) are mortal(B).                        [A is B] 

Premise: Mike(C) is a man(A).                               [C is A] 

Conclusion: Therefore, Mike(C) is mortal(B).        [C is B] 

 



This form of reasoning is called a deductive syllogism, and 
it works by applying a general principle (the first premise) 
to a specific case (the second premise) to generate a 
conclusion.  Here are some more deductive forms: 
Premise (general rule or principle): All parents should 
prepare breakfast for their children. 
Premise (specific case): Jane is a parent. 
Conclusion: Therefore, Jane should prepare breakfast for 
her children. 
  
Premise: Either we were going to Hawaii or Utah for 
vacation. 
Premise: We didn't go to Hawaii. 
Conclusion: Therefore, we went to Utah. 

 



Truth In; Truth Out--Untruth In; Untruth Out 
Here's the thing about deductive reasoning: unlike the conclusions arrived at 
via induction which are only probable, conclusions arrived at via deduction 
are guaranteed 100% true---IF THE PREMISES ARE TRUE AND INTERPRETED 
LOGICALLY.  
And there's the rub.  It's a big "if."  The rock solid reliability of a deductive 
conclusion depends in large part on the accuracy and truth of the 
premises.  Take our earlier example: 
A = B. 
C = A. 
Therefore, C = B. 
The conclusion is absolutely guaranteed true as long as A = B and C = A.  If 
one or both of those is false (if, for example, A did not equal B but equalled X 
instead), then the conclusion is likewise false.  Look at it this way: 
1/2 is .55 
one-half is 1/2 
Therefore, one-half is .55 
The conclusion is false because the first premise is false (i.e. 1/2 is NOT .55). 

 



Or think about it this way: 
Premise: Gentlemen prefer cricket. 
Premise: Scott is a gentleman. 
Conclusion: Scott prefers cricket. 
The conclusion is shaky because the first (and possibly the second) premise is 
unreliable.  
Because a deductive argument is vulnerable in its premises, that is usually where it is 
attacked.  Opponents to an argument will work hard to cast doubt the reliability of 
one or both of the premises because they know that doing so will cast doubt on the 
conclusion.  Imagine that your opponent in a debate offered this argument: 
Premise:  Parents who subject their children to harm are guilty of child abuse. 
Premise: Breathing in the air of Los Angeles (or eating too much McDonald's or going 
to beach without sunscreen, etc.) is harmful. 
Conclusion: Parents who allow their children to breathe LA air (or feed their kids 
Happy Meals everyday) are guilty of child abuse. 
 
Premise: Parents who knowingly and routinely subject their young children (ages 0 to 
13 years old) to significant but preventable physical harm are guilty of child abuse. 
Premise: Smoking for extended periods of time in confined spaces (i.e. spaces with 
limited ventilation or no immediate means of escape, such as an automobile) in the 
presence of children is preventable and significantly harmful.  
Conclusion: Parents who smoke in confined spaces in the presence of their children 
are guilty of child abuse. 

 



If the form of the argument is broken, the argument won't work... 
For a deductive argument to work, the form must be "valid"--that is, the ideas must 
come together logically.  Usually, this means that the subject of the first premise 
appears in the second premise, and the subject of the second premise appears in the 
conclusion.  Look at an earlier syllogism again: 
Premise: All men are mortal.  ("men" is the subject) 
Premise: Mike is a man. ("Mike" is the subject) 
Conclusion: Therefore, Mike is mortal. 
Often, a deductive argument falls apart because the arguer does something like this: 
Premise: All men are mortal. 
Premise: Yogi Bear is mortal. 
Conclusion: Yogi Bear is a man. 
The premises are true, but the form is invalid because the subject of premise #1 
doesn't appear in premise #2.  If it did (i.e. if we had "Yogi Bear is a man"), we'd 
quickly see that premise#2 is faulty.  Look at the following: 
Premise: All murderers have ears. 
Premise: All Methodists have ears. 
Conclusion: All Methodists are murderers. 
Again, the subject of the first premise doesn't appear in the second and the logic falls 
apart.  This is a common problem when one is beginning to learn deduction.  



It is also common for beginning deducers to create a 
second premise that doesn't act as a bridge between the 
first premise and the conclusion.  For example, 

Premise: Parents who knowingly and routinely subject 
their young children (ages 0 to 13 years old) to significant 
but preventable physical harm are guilty of child abuse.  

Premise: Parents can cause harm to their children in a 
number of different ways. 

Conclusion: Parents who smoke in confined spaces in the 
presence of their children are guilty of child abuse. 

The second premise is related to first premise 
thematically, but it doesn't allow for a logical progression 
to the conclusion. 

  

 





Examples of Deductive/Inductive Research in Action 
Imagine you wanted to learn what the word ‘professional’ meant to a range of people. 
University of Bradford, School of Management Introduction to Research Effective 
Learning Service 4 
Deductive Approach 
It is clear that you would want to have a clear theoretical position prior to collection of 
data. You might therefore research the subject and discover a number of definitions of 
‘professional’ from, for example, a number of professional associations. You could 
then test this definition on a range of people, using a questionnaire, structured 
interviews or group discussion. You could carefully select a sample of people on the 
basis of age, gender, occupation etc.  
The data gathered could then be collated and the results analysed and presented.  
This approach offers researchers a relatively easy and systematic way of testing 
established ideas on a range of people. 
 
Inductive Approach 
If you adopted this approach you might start by talking to a range of people asking for 
their ideas and definitions of ‘professional’. From these discussions you could start to 
assemble the common elements and then start to compare these with definitions 
gained from professional associations.  
The data gathered could then be collated and the results analysed and presented. This 
approach might lead you to arrive at a new definition of the word – or it might not!  
This approach can be very time-consuming, but the reward might be in terms of 
arriving at a fresh way of looking at the subject. 



THE END 

 



Proposition 

• Arguments depend on statements, assertions, 
or declarations that are connected to reach a 
conclusion. A declaration expresses what 
logicians call a proposition, a concept that is 
distinct from the sentence that expresses it. 
So the declarative statement “Mag loves Jim” 
expresses the same proposition as “Jim is 
loved by Mag.” 


